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We are honored to have been selected as the host country for this prestigious event, and 
we look forward to welcoming all a�endees to our beautiful city, Seoul.

Seoul is a vibrant and dynamic city with a rich cultural heritage, a thriving arts and enter-
tainment scene, and a modern and sophisticated infrastructure. It is a city that seamlessly 
blends tradition and modernity, o�ering visitors a unique and unforge�able experience.

We are commi�ed to making the 2025 Biannual Congress of AsAES a great success and 
providing all a�endees with a warm and hospitable welcome. We will work closely with 
AsAES to organize a program that meets the highest standards of academic excellence 
and fosters the exchange of knowledge and best practices in endocrine surgery.

AsAES 2025 Congress will be a pioneering event that provides the best opportunity for all 
a�endees for exchange cu�ing-edge knowledge and experiences through enriched 
academic programs with keynote lectures, scientific contents across topics, and education 
sessions. Academic programs will be engaged with recent advances in thyroid diseases, 
parathyroid, and all of the fields in endocrine surgery.

We are also excited to showcase the best of Korean culture and hospitality during the 
congress. We will organize cultural tours, culinary experiences, and social events that 
highlight the unique charms of Seoul and provide opportunities for a�endees to network 
and build new relationships.

We extend a warm and heartfelt invitation to all members of AsAES to join us in Seoul in 
2025 for what promises to be a memorable and enriching congress. 

Thank you again, and we look forward to seeing you in Seoul, Korea. 

Hang-Seok Chang, M.D., Ph.D., F.A.C.S.
Congress President, AsAES 2025, Seoul, Korea

Dear esteemed members of

the Asian Association of Endocrine Surgeons

(AsAES),

On behalf of the Korean Society of Endocrine Surgeons

(KAES), I would like to express our sincere gratitude for

the decision to host the 2025 Biannual Congress

of AsAES in Seoul.

IMPORTANT DATES • Deadline for Abstract Submission: October 31, 2024 

• Deadline for Early Bird Registration December 31, 2024 

• Deadline for Regular Registration February 28, 2025 


